
Operating from manufacturing facilities 
just outside Glasgow and also in Lincoln, 
the company has grown rapidly, particularly during the last two years through the acquisitions of Edtech 
and Millhouse, which have enabled it to expand its offering of furniture and early years products.

Spaceright’s Michelle Killen was eager to find a reliable quality supplier for the 40 or so metal 
components used in the production of their furniture. Previously the company had bought these from a 
supplier in the south east of England, but now wanted to have 
the convenience of a source closer to its Glasgow base. 

Being only 45 minutes away, EMF’s Livingston workshop met 
the ‘local’ criteria, and as Spaceright had previously used a 
few EMF components via a third party, Michelle already knew 
that she could expect a high standard of workmanship from the 
firm and decided to request prices and samples for production 
of the fully fabricated and finished parts she needed.

Having early on established a great working relationship with 
Spaceright, EMF now supplies the company on an on-going 
basis. We provide Michelle and her team with daily updates and quotes and as new products come 
along, we occasionally get involved in some of the design aspects of the job as well.  

"EMF offers us a truly 
comprehensive range 
of services and is close 
enough for us to visit 
should the need arise."

SOLUTIONS CLOSE TO HOME SUIT SPACERIGHT

MANUFACTURING

For over 112 years, Spaceright 
Europe has been at the forefront 
of the research, design and 
manufacture of products for the 
education sector. Best known 
for its comprehensive range of 
educational furniture including 
the invention of the revolving 
rollerboard back in 1904, 
Spaceright products have been 
used in schools, nurseries and 
offices both in the UK and 
overseas over the last century.

—Michelle Killen, 
Spaceright Europe Ltd
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